
The Ten Obligatory Acts: The Ten 
Obligatory Acts were developed by 
the Twelve Imams of Shi’a Islam.

- The Acts were established by 
Muhammad, Ali and the Imams

- By fulfilling the acts a Shi’a 
Muslim feels confident that on 
the Day of Judgement, they will 
be successful.

Shahadah – 1st Pillar: ‘There is no 
God but Allah and Muhammad is 
the Prophet of Allah’.
- Repeated several times each 

day 
- Whisper it into the ear of 

their new-born baby
- Said when someone reverts to 

Islam
The Shahadah is important 
because:
- It’s a promise to follow Islam.
Shahadah in Shi’a Islam
- Shi’as add “And I bear witness 
that Ali is a friend of 
Muhammad” at the end of the 
Shahadah to show their belief 
that Ali is the leader of the 
believers along with God and 
Muhammad.

Salah – 2nd pillar: Salah is the five times a 
day ritual prayer of Islam. It reminds 
Muslims of Allah and not to sin.
‘Set up regular prayers; for such prayers 
are enjoined on believers at stated times 
(Surah 4:103)
Prayer times: To follow the second pillar of 
Islam (salah), Sunni Muslims are required 
to pray 5 times a day. The prayers take 
place at set times, and they are worked out 
from the times of sunrise to sunset. This 
means that they will change slightly each 
day. (Prayers are: Fajr, Zuhr, Asr, Magreb, 
Isha).
Wudu: It is important that Muslims are 
spiritually clean before they pray. 
Direction: Salah must be performed facing 
Makkah.
In the mosque: Prayers are led by an Imam, 
who is positioned at the front of. Men and 
women pray in separate spaces. 

“You who believe, when you are 
about to pray, wash your faces and 
your hands up to the elbows, wipe 

your heads wash your feet up to the 
ankles and, if required was your 

whole body.” Qur’an 5:6

Sawm – 3rd pillar: Fasting in the month of Ramadan. Fasting is compulsory during daylight hours and Muslims must perform 
good actions. This month is known as the month of forgiveness. 

Exceptions: All adult Muslims have the duty to fast but they are excused if they are: physically or mentally ill, very elderly, 
travelling, a pregnant woman, a menstruating woman or a breast-feeding mother.
Charity: One of the positive elements to feeling hungry during the day is that is serves as a reminder that the poor feel. 
Muslims may share food with poor and pay Zakah.
Night of Power: Ramadan is also important because it is the month in which the Qur’an was revealed to Muhammad on the 
Night of Power or Lailat ul-Qadr in Arabic. It is not known exactly on which day this happened, but it is believed to have 
been during the last ten days of the month and on one of the odd-numbered dates, so it is celebrated on the 27th. Some 
Muslims will spend all ten days living in seclusion or staying up all night to read the Qur’an to remember Muhammad.
The Nights importance is explained in the Qur’an: “The Night of Glory is better than a thousand months. ”Qur’an 97:2-3. 

O ye who believe! Fasting is prescribed to you as it was prescribed to those before you that ye may learn self-restraint 
for a fixed number of days’ (Surah 2:183)

Zakah - 4th pillar: 2.5% of their wealth paid to charitable causes once a year. Zakah only applies to people who have more 
than a certain amount, known as Nisab. 

Khums (Shias): Khums is calculated purely on a person’s savings and makes up 20% of what someone has saved. In the past, 
Shi’a Muslims paid Khums to the Imam, the Muslim leader after Muhammad and starting with Ali, who Shi’a’s believe was 
chosen by Muhammad to lead after his death. Shi’a Muslims believe that the final Imam – the 12th – has not yet been sent 
by Allah and therefore they pay Khums to their leader, the Grand Ayatollah. Khums is only paid in addition to Zakah.
Qur’an: Muslims believe Zakah is a form of worship and the Qur’an states; “pay the prescribed alms so that you may be 
given mercy.”

Benefits of Zakah and Khums: Zakah and Khums are seen as purifying to Muslims. Paying it means that the heart of the 
person is purified from selfishness and greed. Through them, wealth is also distributed to benefit the whole community 
and everyone in the Ummah (Muslims community). Zakah can be used for relieving poverty, helping the homeless, helping 
those in debt, providing comfort for travellers and paying ransom for prisoners of war. 

Hajj – 5th pillar: A pilgrimage to Makkah in Saudi Arabia that Muslims should make once in 
their lifetime as longs as they are healthy and wealthy enough to do so.  
Hajj is important to Muslims because: it reminds Muslims of their faith, symbolises unity and 
equality, Muslims can ask for forgiveness and be more aware of God

1. State of Ihram: For men this is two sheets of white cloth that they wrap around their 
body. The white cloth is a sign of equality and purity. Women wear clothes of a single colour 
that cover the whole of their body apart from their face.
2. Tawaf: Muslims will walk around the Ka’bah 7 times in an anti- clockwise direction 
(symbolises worshipping one God). If possible they should try to kiss or touch this stone. 
3. Hills of Safa and Marwa: The Hajj moves on to walk seven times between the hills of Safa
and Marwa. The walk signifies Hagar’s search for water and perseverance before God. 
4. Mount Arafat: Mount of Mercy on the Plain of Arafat where Muhammad preached his last 
sermon. This is the heart and soul of the Hajj. Pilgrims will stand from midday to sunset 
reaching out to Allah, feeling His presence and forgiveness.
5. Mina: Pilgrims set out to Mina where they will throw seven stones at each of the three 
pillars there which represent the devil & temptation. This is followed by the festival of Id ul-
Adha (the festival of sacrifice).
6. Return to Makkah: After Id-ul-Adha he Hajjis shave their head as a symbol that they have 
changed from this pilgrimage. 

Then let them complete the rites prescribed for them, perform their vows and 
circumambulate the ancient house’ (Surah 22:29)

Act Description
Salah Praying 5 times a day
Sawm Fasting during Ramadan
Hajj Pilgrimage to Mecca

Zakah Charity – 2.5%

Khums
Tax set at 20% for 

causes decided by Shia 
leaders

Jihad Striving in the way of 
Allah

Amrbil
ma’roof

Encouraging good 
actions

Nahi anil
munkar Discouraging evil actions

Tawalla
Association with good 
people eg those who 

follow the ahl al -bayt

Tabarra Dissociation with evil 
people

Living the Muslim life

Jihad: to struggle. There are two types:

Lesser jihad is commonly misinterpreted as extremism e.g. 
Boko Horom believed it was right to attack non-Muslims to 
establish Islam. Muslims believe there is no place for 
extremism in Islam, as this is not in line with lesser jihad rules 
as set out by Muhammad e.g. do not hurt innocent people/ do 
not harm tree/ do not attack first. 

Greater jihad is a personal 
inward struggle of all 

Muslims to live in line with 
the teachings of their faith. 

This means they must 
observe the Five Pillars of 

Islam e.g. Salah

Lesser jihad is seen as the 
outward struggle to defend 
Islam from threat (‘Fight in 

the way of Allah’). In the 
early days of the faith, this 
was important when Muslims 
were being persecuted and 

they needed to protect 
their freedom to practise 
their faith. Today Muslims 

could remove evil from 
society through protesting. 

C

Celebrations and Commemorations:
1. Id-ul-Adha: Festival of sacrifice commemorates the story of Ibrahim being 

commanded by Allah to sacrifice his son. Id-ul-Adha reminds Muslims that 
they should give Allah their full devotion. Muslims sacrifice sheep and cattle 
and share the meat with the poor or give to charity. Muslims wear new 
clothes on Id-ul-Adha and families go to the mosque to offer a special 
prayer and listen to a sermon. 

2. Id-ul-Fitr: Festival that marks the end of Ramadan and Muslims express 
their gratitude to Allah for helping them through this month. Muslims give 
gifts to family and friends and invite each other to eat a special meal. 
Muslims wear new clothes and families go to the mosque to offer a special 
prayer and listen to a sermon. 

3. Id-ul-Ghadeer: Shi’a festival for Ali being declared successor as leader 
after Muhammad. Ghadeer is a pond, where Shi’a Muslims believe 
Muhammad’s decision to appoint Ali as the next leader. Shi’as fast on this 
day, go to the mosque and listen to poetry being read out. They also 
give/share food with the poor to show thanks for Ali’s appointment. 

4. Ashura: For Shi’as, it commemorates the anniversary of the martyrdom 
(being killed for your beliefs) of Prophet Muhammad’s grandson, Imam 
Hussain, who was murdered in Karbala in Iraq. Shi’a Muslims wear black to 
symbolise mourning until 40 days after Ashura, when mourning officially 
ends. Every year, millions of Muslims visit Karbala to see the shrine of 
Hussain and many Muslims give blood in memory of Hussain’s death.


